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A CRITICAL STUDY OF VEDĀNTASIDDHĀNTACANDRIKĀ 

WITH UDGĀRA 

ABSTRACT 

 

 The name Vedanta itself conveys that it is the concluding part of the Vedas, namely 

the Upanishads. The word can also be derived as, vedo jñānam antaª phala¼ yasya tad 

vedānta¼ pañcamahāvākyamiti (Veda, i.e. knowledge is the result of which is Vedanta, 

i.e. the five principal sentences). Upanishads, Brahmasūtra and Bhagavadgītā together is 

called the prasthānatrayī of Vedanta. Various philosophers have interpreted these texts 

which resulted into the sub-schools of Vedanta such as - Advaita, Dvaitādvaita, 

Viśi¾°ādvaita, Dvaita and Śuddhādvaita. Śa¬kara extensively propounded the Advaita 

Vedanta school which extant texts can be categorised into the following three groups: -  

 Pre-Śa¬kara Advaita - Gau²apādakārikā is the only available text of this school  

 Śa¬kara's Advaita - Various works of Śa¬kara in the form of the commentaries on 

prasthānatrayī and other works of this school are available     

 Post-Śa¬kara Advaita - It comprises of other schools such as Vārttikakāra, Bhāmatī-  

kāra, Vivara´akāra and the modern school of Saccidānandendrasarasvatī.  

   The texts are available in various types such as: Sūtras, Kārikā, Commentaries, 

Vārttikas, Stotras, Sub-commentaries, Siddhis and Prakara´as. A large no. of texts 

belonging to Advaita Vedanta are available out of which many are yet to be critically 

edited. One of them is a Prakara´a text called Vedāntasiddhāntacandrikā (VSC) by 

Rāmānandasarasvatī (RS) with the commentary Udgāra (U) by 

Ga¬gādharendrasarasvatī (GS). Many manuscripts of both are available. The unattained 

tasks such as developing the critical edition and the critical study are accomplished in this 

research.    
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Objectives: 

1) To reveal the work VSC with U along with the critical edition  

2) To make it comprehensible by translating it with critical notes 

   

Chapter wise overview of the research work: - The thesis comprises of six chapters. 

 

CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

I.1) In this sub-section, the general outline of Advaita Vedanta is discussed and a list of 

various works on Advaita Vedanta is furnished. It has been ascertained from the 

colophons occurring in most of the mss that the correct name of the text is 

Vedāntasiddhāntacandrikā, although the prayer presented for the sake of auspicious 

beginning (maṅgalācaraṇa), as required by the tradition, mentions the name 

Siddhāntacandrikā, which is the short form used in the prayer for metrical requirements.  

It is practically very difficult for a mumuk¾u to study and comprehend all the texts on 

Advaita Vedanta. This difficulty can be overcome with the help of VSC supported by U 

which together present a brief account of siddhāntas of Advaita Vedanta along with 

refutation of the opponents' views. 

      

I.2) Nature and Contents: - The text comprising of 51 verses in the metre Gīti is a 

discussion between scholarly friends, the Guru and his disciple. Each verse is elaborated 

by the commentator along with refutation of various opponents’ views. Śle¾a is skilfully 

used in the verses leading to simultaneous presentation of two meanings, spiritual (SM) 

and empirical (EM). The erudition of RS in poetics and grammar is revealed by framing 

of Vedantic thoughts in literary manner as well as use of the word-forms such as 

sahadayitayā, vibhramajīvāturasad¨gavarodhaª, śrutinayanam, vinā hi tattvavidā, etc. 

The uncommon forms such as āvidyakam, nahanam, etc., the apt grammatical 

explanations, splitting of compounds, etc. reveal the proficiency of GS in grammar. 

However, the derivation of compound words such as, śrutinayanamāndya, 

sukhār´avanimagna, etc. in the locative case is unjustifiable strictly as per Paninian 
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Grammar. The citations from various śrutis and sm¨tis, etc., occupying around ten per cent 

space of the commentary, prove its authenticity. An overview of the subjects discussed in 

the commentary: the creatorship of Hira´yagarbha; nature of ajñāna and the way it is 

perceived; whether Vedanta is injunctive or not; importance and supremacy of the Guru in 

obtaining the knowledge; superiority of pralaya (dissolution) named vaijñānika over other 

dissolutions; about the location of the disappearance of avidyā; relation between the cause 

and the effect; etc. 

I.3) History of RS and GS: - Sarvajñasarasvatī was the Dīk¾āguru and 

Rāmabhadrasarasvatī was the academic Guru of RS. GS was the disciple of RS and the 

38
th

 śa¬karācārya of Svarnavalli Muth, Sonda. RS and GS belong to the 17
th

 century. The 

texts ‘Jñānadīpikā, Shri Svarnavalli Mahasamsthancaritra’ by Dr. A.K.Shastri and ‘Shree 

Brahat Gangadharendra Saraswatee’ by Dr. Suryanarayana Bhat have discussed and 

concluded that GS belonged to the 17
th

 century.  

   GS was also known as B¨hadga¬gādharendrasarasvatī owing to his incomparable 

intellect and prowess in Nyaya, Mimamsa and Vyākara´a. He belonged to the 

Taittirīyaśākhā and was a devotee of Lord Shiva. According to the tradition, GS was the 

Śa¬karācārya of Svarnavalli Muth for a few years. He left the Muth and proceeded to 

Varanasi. This fact is supported by the debate that took place in Varanasi between him 

and the scholar Svaprakāśasarasvatī wherein GS destroyed the lustre of 

Svaprakāśasarasvatī by composing the treatise Svārājyasiddhi. 

 

I.4) A brief account of the other works of the author and the commentator: - The 

unpublished works of RS are Pañcīkara´atātparyacandrikā, Tattvamasyakh-

a´²ārthanirūpa´am and Vākyasudhā°īkā. The unpublished works of GS are Bhā°°asāra-

sarvasvoddyotacandrikā (or Uddyotacandrodaya) and Siddhāntabinduśīkara on 

Siddhāntaleśa. The information about the source of the mss of their unpublished works is 

provided here. The published works of GS are commentary called Prakāśa on 

Pra´avakalpa, commentary on Śukā¾°aka, Svārājyasiddhi with Kaivalyakalpadruma, 
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Vedāntasiddhāntasūktimañjarī with Prakāśa. The subjects discussed in these texts are 

briefly discussed here.  

 

CHAPTER II: CRITICAL APPARATUS 

 For this research work, 33 mss were collected from 17 institutes and further collated. 

The list of those institutes is furnished here. Among these mss, 19 mss comprise 

commentary out of which 18 are in Devanāgarī script and one in Telugu script. Remaining 

14 mss comprise text out of which 12 are in Devanāgarī script and two are in 

Bengali/Maithilī script. The work was published in the series of Grantharatnamala, Vol.1 

by Gopal Narayana and Company, Bombay (1907) and in the Journal of Tanjore 

(Thanjavur), by P.M. Padmanabha Siromani. The former is not available. The latter is 

printed on the basis of the ms available in Thanjavur, but not critically edited. 

   According to the history, the commentator composed all the texts in Varanasi. 

Hence, one of the mss among SBb and SBc (the sigla of the mss), which are available in 

the library of Varanasi, was finalised as the exemplar. The former was chosen as the 

exemplar because there were more mistakes in the latter. All the mss were not considered 

for the critical recension due to the similarity in the readings, absence of noticeable 

variant readings (VRs) and various lacunae. The mss selected for the critical recension 

were divided into two parts. Firstly, mss which comprise the text (T) and the commentary 

(C) and secondly, mss comprising mere T.  

 The ten selected mss comprising T and C were sub-divided in the categories ‘P’ and 

‘Q’. The mss of category ‘Q’ lacks the tenth verse of ‘P’ and most part of its commentary 

and they belong to the state of Maharashtra. Secondly, the seven selected mss comprising 

only T were sub-divided in the categories ‘X’ and ‘Y’ like ‘P’ and ‘Q’.  

   The description of these mss is given here. The sigla of the mss are as follows: - 

SB (Sarasvati Bhavan Library, Varanasi), MO (Mysore Oriental Institute), SM (Sarasvati 

Mahal, Thanjavur), AK (Asiatic society), etc. 
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 The peculiarity of the Telugu ms available at Mysore is that the title of the subject 

matter discussed in every verse is given beside the particular verse. The stemma codicum 

is as follows: - 

 

 

Autograph 

 P Q 

  

    

 

   

  Z  

 SMb BAb  MOa (lost archetype of Q) 

 

     

 

    

  

 

 Misch-codices    Sub- archetypes 

   

  SH ASa ASb BOb 

 SBc MOb 

  

 

 PWb (misch-codex) 

  

 

The stemma codicum is explained in this chapter.  
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CHAPTER III: CRITICAL TEXT AND COMMENTARY WITH VARIANT 

READINGS 

 

The critical text and the pratīkas from the verses are in bold, whereas the citations 

are in italics. The preface of the verse is placed before. The variant readings are given in 

the footnotes.  

   The criteria considered for the best reading of VSC and U are as follows: -  

i) Acceptance in the maximum mss of category P 

ii) Acceptance in the commentary 

iii) Suitability of the metre 

iv) Relevance of the reading to the meaning 

 

   The notation of Vedic svaras and the correction of citations varying with the original 

source are accomplished in the footnote. For example, the citation ‘… samavalīyante’ is 

corrected to ‘… samavanīyante’ in the footnote.  The variant readings of the citations 

occurring in minimum two mss are noted, for example, Q reads ‘ubhayam’ in the place of 

‘trayam’ in ‘trayamekatra sa¼yamaª’. If the reading of a citation differs in every ms, the 

reading of the original source is accepted and the variants are given in the footnotes, for 

example, SMb and MOb read ‘muktau’, SBc reads ‘mukta’ and BAb reads ‘mukteª’ in place of 

‘muktyai’ in ‘muktyai nirvi¾aya¼  sm¨tam’.  

 

   Whenever necessary, justification for selecting the particular reading in the critical 

text and the commentary is given at the end of this chapter. Some examples are as 

follows: -  

1) The reading tatrabhavān (in the commentary of the first verse) is accepted in the 

critical recension because it exists in P except SMb (which reads ‘tatrabhagavān’ might 

being a scribal error) and in SH of Q.  
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2) The reading 'jahallak¾a´ā' exists in maximum mss of P. Even though the reading 

'jahadajahallak¾a´ā' exists in seven mss out of ten, still it is not accepted in the critical 

commentary because the reading might have been changed to 'jahadajahallak¾a´ā' on 

account of its wide acceptance in Advaita. On the contrary, change of the reading 

‘jahadajahallak¾a´ā’ to ‘jahallak¾a´ā’ is impossible because the latter is accepted by just 

a few Vedantists. A change is acceptable if it exists in the mss of sub-archetypes. 

However, the reading ‘jahallak¾a´ā’ exists in the two archetypes, SMb and MOa. Thus, it 

is accepted in the critical commentary.  

3) The word sattā in the compound sattātatsāmānādhikara´yānyatarasambandhasya 

(commentary of the verse 33) is not relevant. Hence, the word samavāya is emendated 

there.  

4) The reading ‘… anirvāhe na’ appearing in nine mss conveys the sense, ‘there would be 

no futility in agreeing that’ which is not contextual. Therefore, it is not accepted. On the 

other hand, the reading ‘… anirvāhe´a’, which appears only in SMb as a marginal 

correction, conveys the sense, ‘there would be futility in agreeing that’ which is 

contextually correct. Hence, the latter reading is accepted. 

 

CHAPTER IV: TRANSLATION WITH CRITICAL NOTES 

   This chapter contains the translation of the text and the commentary along with the 

critical notes at the bottom. The translation of some verses is presented, both as per the 

spiritual sense as well as the empirical sense. For example, the spiritual sense of the fifth 

verse is, 

{dg¥O{V `X¡d ^wdZ§ ì`mo_{Z {MÞmpåZ H$m{bH$m H$m{MV²& 

n[aVmo ~V ßbdÝVo ~«÷mÚ{^YmZ\$ëJw_ÊSy>H$m:&&5&& 
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 “When only (at the beginning of the creation), someone Kālikā (i.e. māyā, which is 

superimposed) on the ether named as Cit, emits the Universe, (then only) Alas! The 

insignificant frogs (creatures) designated as (Lord) Brahman, etc. perform in their 

appropriate activities.” 

Its empirical sense is as, “As soon as the series of clouds in the sky shower the water 

on the earth, (then only) Alas! The tiny frogs leap everywhere.”  

   The translation of the text and the pratīkas along with the translation are in bold. 

The commentator gives synonym to the word of the verse and somewhere the word bears 

the dictionary meaning in either of the senses. In the former case, the word taken from the 

verse is kept as it is in italics, whereas its synonym is translated. For example, ‘ma´²ūkā 

bhekāª’ is translated as ‘ma´²ūkāª (means) frogs’ in the commentary of the verse 5. In 

the latter case, the word is translated as per the dictionary meaning in the related sense, for 

example, in the verse 30, the pleasant dawn is the dictionary meaning of the word 

suprabhātam in the empirical sense.   

   Somewhere, the commentator gives the secondary sense of the word which differs 

from the dictionary meaning, i.e. the primary sense. In such a case, the secondary sense is 

accepted while translating the verse and the primary sense is maintained in the 

commentary only with the first two letters in bold which indicates that the secondary 

sense is accepted by the author, for example, in the verse 32, the primary sense of the 

word mati is ‘mind’ and its secondary sense is ‘mental modes’.  

   The technical terms are not translated, but explained separately in Chapter V. There 

are around 689 notes in the form of citations, explanation, justification, information, 

refutation of the commentator’s opinion, interpretation, etc. as is necessary. Example of 

some is as follows: - 

a) Citations - In the preface of V.1, it is stated that the knowledge pertaining to the union 

of jīva and Brahman leads to mok¾a. In support of this, there are six śrutis cited in the 

note which are as follows: - tatra ko mohaª kaª śoka ekatvam anupaśyataª (vide IsU, 7), 
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ii) etad vidur am¨tās te bhavanti (vide KaU, 6.2), iii) tva¼ hi naª pitā yo’smākam 

avidyāyāª para¼ pāra¼ tārayasi (vide PrU, 6.8), iv) k¾īyante cāsyakarmā´i tasmin d¨¾°e 

parāvare (vide MuU, 2.2.9), v) brahma veda brahmaiva bhavati (vide MuU, 3.2.9) and vi) 

tad ātmānam evāvedāha¼ brahmāsmīti (vide B¨U, 1.4.10). 

b) Explanation - In the commentary of V.1, the line 

rak¾yapratiyogikarak¾akotkar¾abuddhirūpamānasanamaskāralak¾a´a¼ ma¬galam 

conveys the nature of the auspicious invocation of this text. Its explanation in the note is 

as follows: - Here, rak¾ya (that one who is protected) is the author and rak¾aka (that one 

who protects) is the deity or the Guru. They are so because they protect the author from 

the obstacles of not being able to complete the text and others such as vi¾ayāsaktiª 

(attachment towards material objects), pramā´agatāsambhāvanā {scepticism about the 

Vedanta’s five principle sentences being the means of knowledge pertaining to the union 

of Brahman and jīva), prameyagatāsambhāvanā (scepticism about the knowledge 

pertaining to the union of Brahman and jīva) and viparītabhāvanā (cognition contrary to 

oneness). Here, auspicious homages (ma¬gala) are paid mentally for eradicating the 

obstacles. The knowledge about greatness of the deity or the Guru is itself a mental 

bowing i.e. ma¬gala. Above expression uses the terminology of Nyaya. Normally, the 

term pratiyogin means contradictory to the absence (abhāva) of a substance. Here, the 

term pratiyogin means - related or corresponding to something. One who is related to 

something is pratiyogin. 

c) Justification - In V.5 mentioned previously, the ether (vyoman) is named as Cit 

(caitanya). It is justified in the note in the following manner: - The term cit is conferred on 

the ether owing to its all-pervasive nature. Cit is conscious and eternal, whereas ether is 

material and temporary. In that case, how is the term Cit appropriate for the ether? 

Moreover, if the ether is conscious and eternal, then naming it as Cit would be redundant. 

Clarification for these objections is as follows: Ether is denoted by the word Cit by 

considering the commonness, i.e. the all-pervasive nature between both of them (Cit and 

ether). Now, the ether is not recollected by the nature of cit. Hence, designating it by Cit is 
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apt. By the mere usage of the word ‘ether’ (i.e. without designating it as Cit), the verse 

might have suggested to the material ether and hence leading the possibility of delusion. 

Thus, naming Cit to the ether is not repetitive; just as saying a black pot (nīlo gha°aª). 

Here, by considering the different qualities or nature, the same substance is designated by 

the two words as black and pot. The designation black is for quality and pot is for 

substance. In the present situation, designation of Cit is for the nature of knowledge and 

that of the ether is for all pervasive nature of the same eternal object. Still there can be a 

doubt that for which purpose the two designations are needed? Simply the epithet Cit 

would have been enough; as it also conveys the all-pervasive nature. It is true. But in the 

V.2, the commentator has mentioned the literary style of composition of this text. Hence, 

conveying of the empirical meaning is facilitated by the usage of the word vyoman. 

Therein, vyoman becomes the abode of a multitude of clouds.      

d) Information - In the commentary of V.6, existence of ajñāna is proven by accepting 

another meaning of nañ, which is opposition. The six meanings of nañ accepted are 

similarity, absence, differentness, minuteness, inappropriateness and opposition 

{tatsād¨śyamabhāvaśca   tadanyatva¼ tadalpatā. aprāśastya¼ virodhaśca nañarthāª 

¾a°prakīrtitāª (BāMa on SiKau, Vol.2, pg.88)}. Like nañ, in the word adharma, conveys 

the opposition of dharma, similarly it should be understood in ajñāna. Ajñāna means 

opposite to jñāna. Dharma and adharma have separate existence. Similarly, ajñāna and 

jñāna also have separate existence. However, in the school of Advaita Vedanta, existence 

of ajñāna is not accepted as siddhānta, but only for discarding its non-existence. Ajñāna is 

neither existing nor non-existing. In short, it is inexplicable.  

e) Refutation of the commentator’s opinion - V.24 is  

"Jwé{_h{dlmpÝVVé§ JhZoÜd{Z Z c^Vo nw_mÝ`mdV²&Ÿ >VmdËH$W_ngaVw Ìmg: nQw>VmnOZZMÊS>H$amV²Ÿ&' 

Here, the locative case of the words ‘gahane'dhvani’ is interpreted by the commentator as 

vyadhikara´asaptamī (i.e. the case relating to the different objects) in the sense ‘on the 

path situated in the dense forest’.  
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 This interpretation is criticised in the note in the following manner: - Why should 

the traveller have to look for a tree to rest under, when there is a tree cover all over in the 

forest? In a dense forest, how would the traveller be afflicted by the Sun rays? To 

overcome this difficulty, in the phrase gahane'dhvani, we have to interpret the word 

gahana in a peculiar manner in the SM as well as in the EM. In the SM, it should be 

interpreted as ‘on the inaccessible path’, which means ‘on the path that is not easily 

traversable for the common man’. Thus, the interpretation can be justified by keeping in 

mind the experience of the majority as in the usage of the sentence chatri´o yānti. In the 

EM, the path is made dense by various worldly objects, because of which one may lose 

the way and go astray. Thus, the locative case of the words gahane'dhvani is a 

samānādhikara´asaptamī (i.e. the locative case relating to co-ordinate objects). 

f) Interpretation - In the commentary of V.17, the word bhūmi in the compound 

‘sa¼sārabhūmi’ is interpreted as an object and not as land for the contextual meaning. By 

accepting the interpretation of the word bhūmi as land, the meaning of the compound 

would be ‘on the land of the world’. Here, the compound is tatpuru¾a (by Pā, 2.2.8). 

Thus, the separation of the compound would be as sa¼sārasya bhūmiª (the land of 

world). The seventh case is in the sense aupaśle¾ikādhāra, i.e. location of contact (vide 

SiKau, Vol.1, pg.694). There is the fault named repetition in this interpretation. The word 

sa¼sāra, i.e. the world, implies the meaning of land. Hence, there is no need to say land 

again. Thus, it is not acceptable. By interpreting the word bhūmi as an object, proper 

meaning of the compound is accomplished. Here, the compound is karmadhāraya (by Pā, 

2.1.57). Thus, the separation of the compound is sa¼sārarūpā bhūmiª (the object in the 

form of world). The locative case is in the sense vai¾ayikādhāra, i.e. the location relating 

to the object (vide SiKau, Vol.1, pg.694).  
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CHAPTER V: TERMS IN SANSKRIT AND ETYMOLOGY 

V.1) In this sub-chapter, the conceptual terms in Sanskrit, appearing in the text and the 

notes, which are not comprehensible even though translated in one word, are explained 

and arranged alphabetically. For example: - ad¨¾°a, adhikārī, antaªkara´a, avidyā, 

upādhi, citta, jīva, tādātmyādhyāsa, vivartopādāna, Hira´yagarbha, etc.                                                                                                         

V.2) In this sub-chapter, the etymology of some words, which appear in the text and the 

commentary and which are not derived in Śabdakalpadruma and Vācaspatya, are 

provided. For example: - 

i) āvidyakam - avidyāyāª karma āvidyakam iti vuñ. The suffix vuñ is added to the word 

avidyā in the sense of object by Pā, 5.1.132.  

ii)  prāmā´ikam - pramā´e bhava iti prāmā´ikam. The suffix °hañ is added to the word 

pramā´a in the sense ‘who resides there’ by Vā, adhyātmāde¾°ªañi¾yate on Pā, 4.3.60. 

Other words are ādhyāsikasambandha, kāmakrodhādiprayuktatva, śrutiga, etc.     

 

CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSION 

VI.1) Conclusion related to the content of the text and the commentary: -  

This sub-chapter summarises the thesis in the following manner: -   

 B¨hadga¬gādharendrasarasvatī belongs to the second half of the 17
th 

century. 
 
 

 SMb, BAb and MOa are the archetypes. Other mss of categories P and Q are the sub-

archetypes.    

The siddhāntas of Advaita Vedanta established by GS are given in brief. Some of them 

are as follows: - 

 The world is the illusory appearance of Brahman and is the modification of ajñāna of 

that (Brahman). Thus, there is refutation of the Vaiśe¾ika's view that Iśvara is the 

efficient cause and chief atoms are the material cause of the world.  
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 Ajñāna, which is non-definable and the material cause of the entire effect, is perceived 

by Sāk¾in. 

  Samavāya cannot prove the sāmānādhikara´ya in the usages m¨dgha°aª and 

suvar´a¼ ku´²alam on account of its being inauthentic due to neither being connected 

nor being unconnected. 

VI.2) Conclusion related to the utility of the work for the people desirous of knowing 

the truth: - Since the translation and the notes are in English, this work will be beneficial 

to the people, who do not understand Sanskrit, for obtaining solutions to the fundamental 

questions related to the nature of the world, the ultimate reality, the way to obtain it, etc. 

In the modern world, there are various problems caused by excessive materialism, which 

can be minimised by reading this work and following the philosophical concepts 

explained herein.      

 

SCOPE FOR FURTHER STUDY 

  Various aspects of the work have been critically studied in this thesis. However, there is 

still scope for the following: - 

i) Possibility of variant readings if any other mss are discovered  

ii) Refutation with the logical reasoning of the opinions stated in the notes on the basis of 

the supportive śrutis and sm¨tis which are not contradictory to the śrutis  

iii) Providing descriptive sub-commentary in Sanskrit also because there are limitations to 

elucidating the thoughts of Sanskrit text of any śāstra in English language 

iv) Discussion about the contribution made by the commentator to the field of Advaita 

Vedanta through his works.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1) Index to the Verses along with a summary of the topics discussed in the 

relative commentary, for example,  

{dg¥O{V `X¡d ...  (V.5) - Am{XH$Vm© g ^yVmZm{_{V lwË`m {haÊ`J^©ñ` OJËòï¥>Ëdo {gÕo 

VX{V[aº$~«÷UñVËòï¥>ËdH$ënZ`m {H${_Ë`meL²>Š` g_mYÎmo& {haÊ`J^ª OZ`m_mg nyd©{_{V lwË`m 

{haÊ`J^m©XrZm_² B©ídag¥Á`ËdmÞ Vñ` gd©òï¥>Ëd_²& 

Appendix 2) Index to the citations of śrutis, sm¨tis and others in the critical text and the 

commentary and in the notes; the citations underlined indicate the partial citations. 

Citations only in the notes are in bold. Question mark in the brackets indicates that the 

original source is untraced. The untraced citations are: Ord B©emo {dewÕm {MV² ... 

fS>ñ_mH$_ZmX`:&, Ord^oXmo OJËgË`_² ... `moJgm§»`doXmÝVgå_{V:&, Z eRm>` Z Xpå^Zo&, etc.  

Appendix 3) Index to the Maxims  

Thesis ends with the Bibliography. 
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